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Sources : Do not under estimate the power of a poisonous snake – Mylapore

Broker Gurumurthy. In an order issued today, government of Tamil Nadu appoints

former HC Justice S Baskaran as Chairperson of Tamil Nadu Human Rights

Commission. 1/n

This S Baskaran, is a native of Thiruthuraipoondi and belongs to the community of “Mudhaliyar” He was a puppet of

notorious judicial broker “Judicial Krishnamurthy”. This, S Baskaran, as long as he was a High Court Judge, 2/n

was a ‘string puppet’ of the said judicial broker ‘Judicial Krishnamurthy’.

S Baskaran is an alcoholic and also an ardent Hindu devotee (???) At the end of every Friday, he would start on a spiritual

tour to worship Hindu gods, in his official car. 3/n

All logistics for his temple visits would be arranged by the said broker ‘Judicial Broker’. When Justice S.Baskaran retired, he

had hundreds of “orders reserved cases”, add sources. 4/n

To quote an anecdote, when DVAC office staff ask for leave to visit temples, a senior police officer, whom this author

personally know, use to say “work is worship”. 5/n

The drunkard, S Baskaran, had never delivered any noteworthy judgements but was always following “gods” – Read Judicial

Krishnamurthy.

Judicial Krishnamurthy controls, almost the entire judiciary, (including higher judiciary) in the country. 6/n

Sources add, Amit Shah, never rejects the phone calls of Judicial Krishnamurthy and Amit Shah is at the beck and call of

Judicial Krishnamurthy, for reasons that are not clear. 7/n

This S Baskaran, granted bail to the notorious money launderer and sand mining baron Sekar Reddy in an Enforcement

Directorate case. 8/n
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Sources add, in spite of an offer of several crores as bribe, the counsel who was arguing for the ED refused even to speak

to the brokers of Sekar Reddy.

Interestingly, this drunkard S Baskaran, without even writing the full order granting bail to Sekar Reddy, 9/n

read the ‘operative portion’ of the bail order, to ensure, Sekar Reddy is out on bail.

Image of Amit Shah visiting Judicial Krishnamurthy’s home at ECR, Chennai, will follow. 10/10
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